Compensation is done to prevent spectral overlap and spill-over during data acquisition in fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS). Spectral overlap occurs because the fluorophores used in flow cytometry emit photons of multiple energies and wavelengths, where emission spectra overlap, fluorescence from more than one fluorochrome may be detected in a channel [1] [2] [3] . With newer advanced machines with more lasers and many more detectors or ''channels'', the importance of compensation cannot be undermined. The conventional single Antibody (Ab) stained cell tube run before standardization of a protocol experiment, and getting a desired compensation settings is not sufficient in this age of multicolor and multi-tube experiments, real time compensation takes care of other problems apart from compensation like steric hinderance and tube specific ''spill overs''. In our experience, even if an experimental protocol is standardized beforehand with single tube run experiments, a ''real time'' compensation setting contributes significantly to the results. Hence we recommend after standardization of protocol by single Ab experiments for compensation, a tube specific compensation should be applied and voltage and gain settings adjusted during acquisition to simulate real time data collection. This procedure of real time compensation has better results as compared to single tube runs in standardized protocols as explained in Fig. 1 . To elaborate this point we acquired data from two sets of experiments one which was run on standardized settings (single Ab tube experiment) of protocol and the other when compensation was done in real time while acquisition (Figs. 1 and 3). The difference in voltages in different channels was also compared (Fig. 2) .
The compensation algorithm needs to be performed both on positive population and a negative population (Fig. 1) . For best compensation, selection of controls is importanteither internal control with similar fluorescence as that of the test cells or external beads can be used, when added to the same tube which have surface test markers acting as controls. Internal control should have adequate adherence to fluorochromes and the individual samples should have the same carrier particles for the fluorochromes, [3] [4] [5] this can be done by using known positive controls and comparing their fluorescence [4] .
In our experiment, the voltage and compensation settings of single Ab tube (Fig. 2) (Fig. 1 ). This can also be seen in the compensation matrix of the general protocol and the real time acquisition protocol which was modification of the general protocol (Fig. 3) . Thus in our experience although recommended, single antibody standardization allows compensation which cannot be generalized to all the samples, attributed to steric hinderance, inadequate antibody density, instrumentation problems etc. This problem is not encountered in newer FACS instruments and acquisition softwares which allow recording primary data simultaneously with the visualization of compensated data and compensation and change of setting after data acquisition also. These softwares are in any setup superior and more user friendly when compared to actual compensation experiment, but in settings where these softwares are unavailable, or while working softwares like-CXP for Beckman Coulter machines, or systems that do-not support a free software installation, the above experiment may offer some advantages. Real time compensation can only be done in adequate samples and not samples with low counts. With many laboratories using the still older method for compensation, real time compensation may be supplemented by single tube standardization experiments for better and accurate results.
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